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a-axes, 60
absorption

of gas in cloudy air, 166
of radiation, 83

absorptivity, 86
accretional growth of ice, 407
accumulation mode

arising from coagulation of fine particles, 213
definition, 73
effect on radiation, 92
of atmospheric aerosol, 206

actinic flux, 194
activated complex, 189
activation diameter

definition, 485
for organic compounds, 491

activation energy
for ice nucleation, 300
in bimolecular reactions, 189

active fraction
nucleation scavenging, 488
of ice nuclei, 310

activity
as a vapor-pressure ratio, 150
as an effective mole fraction, 152
in terms of activity coefficient, 152
in terms of van’t Hoff factor, 152
of gas in solution, 165
of water and nitric acid, 164
related to solute amount, 151

activity coefficient, 152
adaptive growth model for ice, 366
adduct in termolecular reactions, 190
adiabatic change, 46
adiabatic liquid water concentration, 230
adiabatic parcel

lifting condensation level, 245
supersaturation development in, 420

admolecule flux on ice surface, 350
advection

fog, 243
related to wind velocity, 183

aerosol
classification, 67
cloud-lifetime effect, 453
definition, 40
distribution by dry size, 486
effects of aging on volatility, 493
in the atmosphere, 66

aerosol activation
as source of new drops, 418
in rising parcel, 420

aerosol particles
as sites of condensation, 40, 153
geographical distributions, 76
role in cloud formation, 76
sources and sinks, 66
viewed as multicomponent systems, 153

aerosol scavenging efficiency, 498
aggregate

characteristics, 412
melting, 375
snowflake, 23

aggregation
low solute content, 518

air mass
CCN abundance in, 422
classification of, 115
colliodal stability, 437
definition, 115
oxidant chemistry, 200

Aitken particles
definition, 68
vertical distribution, 77

albedo
aerosol impacts on warm clouds, 452
definition, 97
value for Earth, 97

aldehydes (RHCO), 199
altocumulus
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classification, 549
example, 8

altostratus
classification, 549
example, 8

amorphous ice, 59
anions

definition, 159
excluded from ice, 541

anvil
leading, 266
of thunderstorm, 529
trailing, 265

aqueous solution
definition, 146
in deliquescence, 292
in trace-gas uptake, 501

aqueous-phase reactions
distinguished from in-cloud conversions, 511
generic, 510
importance in atmospheric chemistry, 515

area-dimensional relationships, 398
Arrhenius relationship for bimolecular reactions, 189
association reaction

pressure dependence, 192
type of termolecular reaction, 190

asymmetry parameter for scattering, 89
atmosphere

early evolution, 29
gaseous nature, 40
horizontal structure, 113
interactions with radiation, 91
present composition, 32
secondary, 30
vertical structure, 103

atmospheric aerosol
characterized by size, 71
composition of, 75
formation processes, 205
multi-modal nature, 73
spectral modes represented, 486

atmospheric budget, 181
atmospheric effect, 95
atmospheric window

radiation band, 86
role in radiation balance, 98

atoms
basic composition, 33
electronic structure, 34
interactions with radiation, 87

attachment
first step in chemical removal, 521

attenuation of radiation, 92
aurora, 105
Avogadro’s number, 42

bacteria, 31

basal plane
hexagonal coordinates of, 61
unit cell projected onto, 59

BCF theory, 349
Beer’s law, 93
Bergeron process

effect on supersaturation, 430
glaciation, 462
limiting conditions, 464
microchemical effects of, 482
restriction to chemical migration upscale, 520

Bernal-Fowler ice rules, 62
Best number, 389
beta function, 488
bimolecular reaction, 188
binary nucleation, 210
biogenic VOC, 212
Bjerrum defects in ice, 64
blackbody radiation, 84
blue haze, 212
Boltzmann calculation of entropy, 556
Boltzmann constant

definition, 561
value, 42

Boltzmann factor
component of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 47
derived, 561
homogeneous nucleation, 282

Boltzmann’s law related to potential energy, 112
bond

bent and straight H bonds, 53
between O and H in water, 36
broken during evaporation, 52
energy to break, 38
in unit cell of ice, 59
polar in water, 36

Bond number, 391
bonding orbitals, 36
bounded weak-echo region, 263
Bowen model for rain, 446
box model

concept introduced, 181
Boyle temperature, 44
Boyle’s law, 43
Brownian collection efficiency, 498
Brownian diffusion

definition, 496
scavenging rate, 498

Brownian motion, 385
budget

chemical, 181
vapor, 249

bulk modulus, 41
bullet rosette, 21
buoyancy

condensate impact, 232
force balance, 231
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mass loading, 253
particle, 381

capacitance
particle, 343
shape factor, 365

capacitor in global circuit, 531
capped column, 23
capping inversion, 268
carbon dioxide

dissolved in liquid water, 161
importance to climate, 33
trend in concentration, 208

carbon monoxide
oxidized by OH, 198

catalyst in association reactions, 190
catalytic cycle for ozone loss, 201
categorization of clouds, 548
cations, 159
c-axis, 60
Chapman mechanism for ozone, 200
characteristic time for trace gas uptake, 508
charge

conserved, 530
generation rate, 532
units of, 529

charge conservation in solution, 159
Charles Law, 43
chemical budget

for SO2, 207
introduced, 181

chemical energy, 40
chemical equilibrium, 187
chemical family, 198
chemical kinetics, 186
chemical lifetime

determination of, 182
of reactive gas in cloud drop, 513

chemical potential
applied to water in a drop, 142
definition, 132
of vapor, 280
related to Brownian diffusion, 496

chlorine nitrate in stratosphere, 204
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC), 202
cirrocumulus

classification, 549
cirrostratus

classification, 549
cirrus

classification, 549
example, 7

cirrus uncinus
example, 7

classical regime of scattering, 90
classification

of aerosol types, 66

of cloud types, 548
Clausius inequality, 555
Clausius-Clapeyron equation

approximate form, 135
as limit in Raoult’s law, 149
derived, 134
form for melting, 138

cloud classification, 548
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)

arising from cloud chemistry, 207
chemically enhanced, 484
effects on supersaturation, 421
hygroscopic nature, 76
internal mixtures of, 493
nucleation scavenging of, 485
related to cloud drops, 14
scavenging of, 480
sizes of, 297

cloud forcing on climate, 98
cloud formation

mechanisms, 242
requirements for, 153

cloud lifetime affected by aerosol, 484
cloud microstructure

affected by aerosol, 423
of cold clouds, 19
of warm clouds, 14

cloud system organization, 256
cloud water as feedstock for rain, 445
cloud-topped boundary layer, 268
clusters of molecules

in liquid water, 55
coaalescence embryo, 437
coagulation of aerosol particles, 212
coalescence

effect on residual aerosol, 500
coalescence efficiency, 402
coarse mode

definition, 73
of atmospheric aerosol, 205

coarse particles, 69
coefficient of compression, 41
coefficient of diffusion, 184
coefficient of thermal expansion

definition, 41
of a liquid, 48

cold clouds, 13
cold pool, 258
cold rain, 469
cold-cloud precipitation

limits upscale migration of chemicals, 518
mechanisms of, 469

collection
discrete, 441
initiation of, 436

collection efficiency, 403
collection growth, 380
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collection kernel
drop collection, 437
for aerosol scavenging, 495

collection probability, 441
collision efficiency

capture nucleation, 410
of drops, 399
of ice particles, 408

collision frequency
of air molecules, 184
of reacting molecules, 188

collision point, 540
collisional breakup, 406
collisional-charging mechanism, 534
collision-coalescence

early stages, 440
effect on supersaturation development, 426
importance in cold clouds, 466
initiated with difficulty, 436
merging of solutes, 517
solute enhanced by, 484
spectral migration of chemicals and water, 518

collision-rebound events, 534
collisions of drops, rare, 444
colloidal stability

broken in cold cloud, 457
broken in warm cloud, 435

column abundance, 113
columns, 22
composition

of atmospheric aerosol, 75
of gaseous mixture, 43

compressibility
definition, 41
maximum in liquid water, 55
of a gas, 42
of a liquid, 48

compressibility factor for real gases, 44
conceptual models of liquid structure, 54
condensation

as an exothermic process, 135
as molecular process, 127
definition, 14
effect on supersaturation, 417
of chemical vapors, 212

condensation coefficient
definition, 332
related to molecular processes, 13

condensation flux, 129
condensation nuclei

aid to formation of liquid, 290
categories of, 69
in heterogeneous nucleation, 285
related to CCN, 421

condensation nucleus
related to critical supersaturation, 296

condensation-freezing nucleus, 312

condensed state of matter, 40
conditional instability, 234
conduction

thermal, 80
conductivity

electrical, 530
in droplet growth, 322
modified by mean free path, 338

conserved-variable diagram, 259
contact angle, 285
contact nucleation, 311
contact potential, 539
continental aerosol, 77
continuous collection, 437
convection

MCC, 266
multicellular, 260
ordinary, 258
squall line, 265
supercell, 262

convection causes, 251
convective available potential energy

definition, 235
related to updraft speed, 254

convective clouds, 7
convective inhibition, 235
convective precipitation in cold clouds, 470
convective-charging mechanism, 533
convective-conduction equation, 371
convective-diffusion equation

for particles, 498
for trace gases, 502

cooling mechanisms, 242
corona

early stage of breakdown, 543
cosmic rays

one cause of ionization, 531
covalent bond

in water molecule, 36
creeping flow, 386
critical radius

in 2-D nucleation on ice, 348
Kohler theory, 296

critical supersaturation
facet growth of ice, 351
in Kohler theory, 155

critical temperature, 44
cross sectional area for photolysis, 194
Crutzen, 201
crystal habits, 19
crystallographic structure of silver iodide, 309
cubic ice, 59
cumulative distribution, 74
cumuliform clouds, 7
cumulonimbus

classification, 549
electrification of, 529
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example, 8
cumulus

classification, 549
example, 7, 8

cumulus congestus, 549
cumulus humilis, 549
cumulus mediocris, 549
Cunningham correction

related to mean free path, 335
used in fall speed calculation, 386

current density, 530
curvature

attribute of solution drop, 153
effect on vapor pressure, 140

Dalton’s law
applied in heterosphere, 110
for ideal gases, 43

Davies number
general form, 395
spheres, 389

D-defects in ice, 64
deep-layer shear

role in storm organization, 257
defects in crystal lattice, 63
degree of dissociation, 152
deliquescence, 290
dendrites, 22
denitrification of stratosphere, 205
density

effect of molecular fluctuations, 55
influence on airmass movement, 117
local versus bulk, 53
maximum of liquid water, 48
related to specific volume, 40
variation with altitude, 111

deposition coefficient
apparent dependences, 355
BCF theory, 353
temperature dependence, 359

deposition nucleus, 312
deposition of chemicals from atmosphere, 207
desorption of trace gas, 509
dew point

definition, 220
lapse rate, 246
represented on a property plot, 179

diabatic condensation, 440
differential distribution, 71
diffusion

coefficient for water vapor, 337
of trace gas, 502
of vapor, 321
related to molecular collisions, 184
solid-state, 63

diffusiophoresis, 499
diffusivity

as a growth parameter, 328
definition, 322
modified by mean free path, 337
of aerosol particles, 497
value for water vapor, 184

dilute solutions, 152
dimethyl sulfide (DMS), 206
dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5), 203
dipole

in water molecule, 36
orientation in thunderstorm, 529

disequilibrium
absolute and relative measures of, 180
causes of change, 175
graphical portrayal of, 178

disk breakup, 407
dislocations in ice lattice, 65
dissipating stage of thunderstorm, 259
dissociation

molecular process of, 157
of trace gas in solution, 503

distillation
as limit to solute transfer, 483
during vapor deposition, 520

distribution functions
of rain drops , 449
power-law, 486

downdraft
buoyancy forcing, 236
role of precipitation, 258

drag coefficient
definition, 383
in potential flow, 396
of non-spherical particle, 395
Oseen, 389

drag force
effect on internal circulation, 508
in different regimes, 384
Ossen, 388
related to fallspeed, 382

drop activation
from haze, 296

drop concentration
in different air masses, 423

drop formation inside entraining cloud, 427
drop rebound, 404
drop spectrum

definition, 15
importance of broadening, 436
narrowing of, 420

drop trajectory, 446
dry deposition

of aerosol, 67
of SO2, 207

dry-adiabatic process, 224
dynamic equilibrium, 126
dynamic pressure
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definition, 383
Stokes regime, 387

dynamic viscosity
coefficient of, 185
effect on drag force, 384

edge dislocation in ice lattice, 65
effective cross sectional area, 383
effective volume swept

during collisions, 400
in warm clouds, 437

efflorescence, 291
Einstein

link between diffusivity and mobility, 497
elastic collisions of molecules, 185
electric dipole

formation in thunderstorms, 536
in water molecule, 36

electric field
definition, 530
in electrostatic analogy, 344
variations in EM waves, 80

electric potential
in electrostatic analogy, 344
of electrosphere, 531

electrical breakdown
from electric field in cloud, 529
initiation of, 543

electrical forces in liquids, 48
electrical potential

definition, 530
electrification

linked to precipitation, 536
related to overall cloud development, 546

electrolytic solution, 157
electromagnetic force, 34
electromagnetic waves, 80
electron, 33
electronegativity of elements, 37
electroneutrality equation

applied to acidic solution, 160
general expression, 159

electrophoresis, 500
electrosphere, 531
electrostatic capacitance, 344
electrostatic force in molecules, 38
elementary-step reactions, 187
Elster and Geitel mechanism of electrification, 538
elves, 545
embryo

for coalescence, 457
in 2-D nucleation on ice, 348
in hail formation, 472
in ice nucleation, 299
in liquid nucleation, 280

emissivity
definition, 86

effect on surface temperature, 96
energy

forms of in the atmosphere, 79
released during bond formation, 39

energy budget
at Earth’s surface, 96
melting, 369
role of clouds, 4
vapor growth, 327

energy levels, quantum mechanical, 35
energy transport in vapor growth, 326
enrichment of chemicals in cloud, 525
enthalpy

applied to water, 132
change, 223

enthalpy form of first law, 552
enthalpy of phase change

other compounds, 48
water, 136

entrainment
definition, 18
effect on supersaturation, 427
mixing, 255

entropy
change for vaporization, 135
definition, 555
in phase equilibrium, 131
of multiphase system, 225
related to free-energy difference, 177

epitaxial match, 309
equation of state

approximation form for moist air, 116
definition, 41
for liquid water, 56
of ideal gas, 41
van der Waals, 44

equilibrium
as a constraint, 178
as a reference state, 125
between phases, 129
categories of, 126
chemical changes during adiabatic ascent, 169
deviations from, 175
molecular fluxes during, 127
shape of interface in veins, 144
with HNO3 in haze, 170

equilibrium constant
chemical, 187
for water, 158

equilibrium reaction in multiphase systems, 156
equilibrium vapor pressure

as reference state in Raoult’s law, 147
dependence on temperature, 133
difference between ice and liquid, 462

equipartition theorem, 46
evaporation

as an endothermic process, 135
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as molecular process, 127
flux from liquid water, 129

excess vapor concentration
interfacial, 333
Maxwell’s growth law, 324

excess vapor pressure, 180
excluded volume of real molecules, 44
exosphere, 103
expansivity, 41
exponential decay constant, 182
exponential distribution, 449
external mixture, 75
extinction of radiation, 91

facet growth of ice, 351
fair-weather field

magnitude of, 531
fallspeed

continuum regime II, 390
continuum regime III, 391
definition, 382
drizzle, 390
free-molecular, 385
ice particles, 393
Stokes, 388
transition regime, 386

Ferrel cell, 117
Fick’s first law

for trace gas, 502
for vapor growth, 322
microscale transport, 184

Fick’s second law, 340
filament breakup, 406
filter function for aerosol scavenging, 498
fine particles, 68
first law of thermodynamics

applied to phase change, 130
definition, 551
enthalpy form, 45

flanking line, 263
flash of lightning, 546
Fletcher’s ice nucleation formula, 460
flickering-cluster model of liquid water, 55
fluctuations in drop collection, 441
fluctuations in molecular populations, 47
fog

advection, 243
classification, 548

form drag, 388
formaldehyde in troposphere, 208
forward-flank downdraft, 263
Fourier law of conduction

definition, 184
for vapor growth, 322

fractionation from scavenging, 524
fragmentation of ice crystals, 461
free energy

introduced, 556
of liquid droplets in binary vapors, 211
of strong and weak H bonds in liquid water, 57
related to entropy changes, 176

free radicals, 197
free-energy barrier

heterogeneous ice nucleation, 314
homogeneous, 281
ice, 299
insoluble particle, 289
spherical cap, 287
to particle formation, 210

free-energy change
ice, 299
liquid, 280

free-molecular region, 334
free-radical families in stratosphere, 203
freezing

effect of solute, 304
homogeneous, 299
solution threshold saturation ratio, 306
temperature of solutions, 306

front
between air masses, 116
microchemical processes in, 481

front-to-rear updraft, 265
frost point, 220
fundamental forces of nature, 34

Gaia Hypothesis, 32
gamma distribution, 449
gamma function, 488
gas constant, 42
gas properties, 41
gas solubilities, 163
gases in atmosphere, 32
gas-to-particle conversion

as sources of new particles, 206
source of aerosol particles, 5
source of fine particles, 76

Gauss’ law, 344
Gay-Lussac law, 43
giant aerosol particles, 437
Gibbs function

applied to system changes, 176
definition, 556
for phase equilibrium, 132
variation at constant temperature, 134

glaciation
by ice multiplication, 466
summary of processes, 461

grain boundaries
in polycrystalline ice, 63
meeting in polycrystalline ice, 144

graupel
carrier of charge, 533
example, 26
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gravity waves and currents, 256
Greenfield gap, 499
greenhouse effect, 95
greenhouse gases

build up in present atmosphere, 33
Grotthuss mechanism, 64
growth gap, 436
growth parameter, 328
gust front, 258

habit of ice
definition, 21
evolution, 358

Hadley cell, 117
hail

evolution in storms, 475
example, 26
origins, 472
relation to RFD, 263
surface energy budget, 474

Hallett-Mossop mechanism, 461
haze droplet, 296
heat, 131
heat capacity

multi-phase, 228
of cloudy air, 223
of ideal gas, 45
pseudo-adiabatic process, 229
used in first law, 553

heat of reaction, 40
heating, 551
heat-transfer impedance, 329
Helmholtz function

applied to liquid water, 56
definition, 556

Henry’s law
applied to volatile solutes, 156
graphical interpretation, 165
shifted during riming, 518

Henry’s law coefficient
at drop-air interface, 503
dimensionless form, 166
interpreted as gas solubility, 157
overall expression for CO2, 163

heterogeneous conversion of trace gas, 511
heterogeneous nucleation

of ice, 308
of ice in cold cloud, 460
of liquid, 285

heterogeneous reactions in stratosphere, 204
heterosphere, 105
hexagonal coordinate system, 60
hexagonal ice, 59
high clouds, 6
histogram

definition, 15
of particle sizes, 69

homogeneous freezing temperature, 304
homosphere, 105
HOx cycle, 199
hydrochloric acid in solution, 159
hydrogen bond

broken during dissociation, 158
described, 52
strong and weak components, 53

hydrogen electronic configuration, 35
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)

as oxidant of S(IV) in solution, 514
oxidant in aqueous-phase chemistry, 209
self reaction of, 199

hydrologic cycle, 83
hydronium

as defect in ice lattice, 64
concentration in solution, 159
definition, 158

hydroperoxyl radical (HO2), 198
hydrostatic balance, 106
hydroxyl ion

as defect in ice lattice, 64
concentration in pure water, 159
definition, 158
mobility in ice, 540

hydroxyl radical (OH)
distinguished from hydroxyl ion, 158
in SO2 oxidation, 209
produced from water vapor, 198

hygroscopic growth, 293
hygroscopic particles, 76

ice
electrical conduction in, 64
unit cell, 59

ice crystal
facets of, 346
role in stratospheric chemistry, 204
types of, 58

ice embryo
critical radius, 313

ice multiplication
mathematical model for glaciation, 467
overview, 466

ice nucleation
heterogeneous, 313

ice nuclei
concentrations of, 459
mechanisms, 311
properties of, 308

ice nuclei (IN)
definition, 76

ice particle sizes, 26
ice point, 135
ice rules, 62
ice vapor growth, 345
ice-crystal mechanism, 457
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ideal gas, 42
ideal gas law, 42
immersion-freezing nucleus, 312
impact parameter, 400
impact velocity, 495
impaction scavenging mechanisms, 493
impingement flux

calculated, 128
of trace gas, 503

inductive charging, 538
industrial plumes, 76
inelastic collisions, 185
inertial collection, 495
infrared radiation, 82
inherent growth ratio of ice crystals, 366
inhomogeneous mixing, 439
inorganic compounds in aerosols, 76
insolation, 101
integral radius, 425
interception, 494
interface parameter, 313
interfaces between phases, 139
interfacial exchange of trace gases, 503
interlocking of ice in aggregation, 413
intermolecular bonding, 55
internal circulation in drop, 508
internal energy

definition, 551
forms of, 79
related to specific heat, 46

internal mixture, 75
internal pressure of drop, 141
interstitial air, 501
interstitial molecules, 63
ion product, 158
ionic defects, 64
ionic equilibrium in liquid water, 158
ionization

during breakdown, 543
from absorption of UV radiation, 88

ionosphere, 105
irregular crystals, 26
isentropic process, 227
isobaric processes, 222

jet stream, 117
jets, 545
Junge layer, 77

Kelvin–Thomson equation
alternative derivation of, 282
derivation, 143

kernel
for aerosol collection, 498
for aerosol scavenging, 495

kinematic viscosity, 185

kinetic coefficient
for condensation, 180
in drop growth, 333

kinetic energy
converted to potential energy, 39
in nature, 79
molecular impacts on parcel, 228
related to internal energy, 46

kinetically limited vapor growth, 337
kinetic-molecular theory, 46
kink sites on ice surface, 347
Kohler function, 155
Kohler theory

activation of aerosol particles, 295
applied in nucleation scavenging, 485
applied in vapor growth, 321
applied in warm cloud, 434
developed, 153

Koshmieder relationship, 93

Lagrange’s method, 559
Laplace equation applied to drop, 142
lapse rate

dry-adiabatic, 224
of dew point, 246
wet-adiabatic, 228

latent heat
as contribution to global energy transport, 102
dependence on temperature, 137
molecular interpretation, 40
thermodynamic definition, 135

lattice
arrangement of molecules in solids, 57
parameters of unit cell, 59
point defects, 63

layer nucleation on ice surface, 351
L-defects in ice, 64
leading line in squall lines, 265
level of free convection

definition, 229
in parcel ascent, 253

level of neutral buoyancy
definition, 229
in parcel ascent, 253

librations of molecules in liquid, 53
lifecycle of thunderstorm, 258
lifetime of chemical in atmosphere, 182
lifting condensation level

definition, 229
in parcel ascent, 245

lightning
from cumulonimbus clouds, 529
types of, 545

line defects in ice lattice, 65
linear growth rate

of facet on ice, 349
of liquid drop, 329
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liquid, 48
liquid water

anomalous properties, 48
models of molecular structure, 54
molecular interpretation, 50

liquid water concentration
computed, 17
effects of mixing, 259
in confined parcel, 166
in continuous collection, 437
in hail growth, 474
role in electrification, 540
role in nucleation scavenging, 487
vertical variation of, 18

local thermodynamic equilibrium, 87
log-normal distribution

of aerosol, 74
of raindrop sizes, 449

lone-pair orbitals
of water molecule, 36
role in H bonding, 53

long-range order in solids, 57
longwave (LW) radiation, 85
low-index planes in ice, 61

macroscopic energy, 79
magnetic field in EM waves, 80
magnetosphere, 30
Magnus equation, 136
marine aerosol, 77
marine stratocumulus, 268
maritime clouds, supersaturation, 422
Marshall-Palmer distribution, 450
mass accommodation coefficient, 332
mass conservation

across phase boundary, 508
limit to gas uptake, 166
merging of nonvolatile solutes, 517
of water, 248
role in budgets, 181
vapor growth, 323

mass growth rate
continuous collection, 438
general form, 322
kinetically corrected, 339
ventilated, 330

mass-dimensional relationship for ice, 398
material-balance equation

for simultaneous transport and reaction, 511
for trace gas, 504
general form, 181

mature stage of thunderstorm, 258
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 47
Maxwell’s growth law

applied to ice, 343
applied to liquid, 323

mean diameter, 16

mean free path
effect on vapor growth, 335
from kinetic theory, 184

mean molecular mass, 107
mean molecular speed, 184
mechanical equilibrium of a drop, 141
melting

different particle geometries, 370
effect of evaporation, 373
effect of pressure on, 138
effect of solute on, 149
in cold clouds, 470
of ice surface, 145
radar bright band, 266

melting-point depression
effects of solute on, 150
in solution drops, 305

mesocyclone, 262
mesoscale convective system, 264
mesosphere, 103
methane

importance to climate, 33
trend in concentration, 208

methyl chloride in stratosphere, 202
microchemistry

definition, 480
effects on atmospheric aerosol, 515

microscopic energy, 79
microstructure

cold-cloud, 19
warm-cloud, 15

middle atmosphere, 103
Mie scattering, 90
migration distance on ice, 349
mixed-phase cloud

Bergeron process, 463
definition, 14
supersaturation development, 250
supersaturation in, 429

mixing
effect on cloud properties, 236
effect on microphysical development, 427
effect on microphysics, 439
entrainment, 255

mixing clouds, 243
mixing ratio

in adiabatic parcel, 230
mass, defined, 221
molar, defined, 43

modal diameter, 16
modes of atmospheric aerosol, 73
moist air

definition, 219
on a property plot, 178

molality, 152
molar concentration

definition, 152
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of gas, 42
molar mass

computation of mean, 220
in hydrostatic equation, 107

molar volume
of a liquid, 48
of real gases, 44
of water vapor, 143

mole, 131
mole fraction

contrasted with molar ratio, 153
definition, 43
of solute in Raoult’s law, 147

molecular anchors, 153
molecular clusters, 280
molecular collisions, 185
molecular flux

calculation of, 127
unbalanced, 179

molecular kinetic energy, 80
molecular libration, 301
molecular number density, 112
molecular orbitals, 36
molecular potential energy, 80
molecular slide, 39
molecular slip, 335
molecular vibration

quantum mechanical, 301
molecular vibrations

excited by radiation, 87
molecules

evaporating from liquid, 132
interactions with radiation, 87
structure of, 34

moments of a distribution, 17
momentum equations, 251
morphological instability of ice, 361

nacreous clouds, 105
net condensation

definition, 127
in terms of net flux, 180
related to free-energy difference, 177

net transport, 180
neutron, 33
nimbostratus

classification, 548
cold-cloud microphysics, 469
dynamics, 266
example, 8

nitric acid vapor (HNO3), 199
nitrogen

present abundance, 32
nitrogen dioxide, 193
nitrogen oxides in stratosphere, 202
noctilucent clouds, 105
non-hydrostatic pressure perturbations, 257

noninductive charging, 539
normal distribution of aerosol, 74
norpinic acid, 491
nuclear forces, 34
nucleation

categories of, 277
criticism of classical theory, 316
effects of solute on, 305
freezing, 299
on ice surface, 348
thresholds for substances, 310

nucleation frequency, 302
nucleation mode

definition, 73
of atmospheric aerosol, 206

nucleation rate
heterogeneous ice nucleation, 315
homogeneous, 283
ice, 299
surface, 288

nucleation scavenging efficiency, 490

oblate spheroid, 363
odd-oxygen family, 200
optical depth, 93
optical path, 93
optical thickness, 98
orbitals of atoms, 35
organic compounds

hydrophobic nature, 76
unique properties of, 491

orientational defects in ice, 64
osmotic pressure, 152
overall Henry’s law coefficient, 163
overlap function for NO2 photodissociation, 194
oxidant chemistry, 195
oxidants

for aqueous-phase S(IV), 513
in stratosphere, 200
in troposphere, 195
role in microchemistry, 483

oxidation
of organic compounds, 493
role in atmospheric chemistry, 190

oxygen
abiotic, 31
electronic configuration, 35
present abundance, 33

oxygen atom, 195
ozone (O3)

as oxidant of S(IV) in solution, 513
as radiation filter, 95
earliest formation, 31
formation reaction, 190
hole in Antarctic stratosphere, 205
influence on atmosphere structure, 104
photodissociation of, 197
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Index 579

stratospheric, 200
tropospheric, 195

Paleozoic era, 32
parcel theory, 253
partial pressure

of components in a gas mixture, 43
variation with altitude in heterosphere, 110

particle activation, 485
particle temperature, 326
particulate matter, 40
particulate sulfate, 206
partition function

definition, 561
for H bonds, 57

Pauli exclusion principle, 35
Periodic Table, 48
permittivity of free space, 344
pH, 161
phase diagram

of water, 138
used as a property plot, 179

phase equilibrium, 129
phase function of scattering, 89
phoresis, 499
photochemical smog, 196
photochemistry

in early atmosphere, 31
in present atmosphere, 193

photodissociation, 193
photons, 82
photosynthesis, 31
physical-property number, 391
Planck constant, 82
Planck function, 84
planetary atmospheres, 104
plates, 22
pluvial constipation, 437
PM2.5, 74
point defects in ice, 63
point discharge, 543
Poisson relationship, 46
Polar cell, 117
polar covalent bond, 36
polar stratospheric clouds (PSC), 204
pollutants

interactions with cloud, 480
scavenged by clouds, 4

pollution
effect on cloud optical thickness, 98
effect on visibility, 93
effects on warm clouds, 452

polycrystalline ice
definition, 21
grain boundaries and veins in, 144

polymorphs of ice, 58
potential energy

between atoms, 39
converted to kinetic energy, 39
in nature, 79
molecular impacts on parcel, 228

potential gradient
definition, 530
sign convention in atmosphere, 531

potential pressure
in confined parcel, 167
in gas scavenging, 503

potential temperature
definition, 46
equivalent, 228
in adiabatic parcel, 225
interpretation of, 233
liquid-water, 259
saturated-equivalent, 234
virtual, 225
wet-bulb, 230

potential well
related to enthalpy of vaporization, 137

potential-flow theory, 395
Poynting equation, 142
Poynting vector, 81
Prandtl number, 374
precipitation

carrier of atmospheric chemicals, 516
source of fresh water, 3
time scales for development, 470

precipitation formation
in warm clouds, 445
regulator of chemical flows, 521
summarized for warm and cold clouds, 457

precipitation loading, 258
preferential concentration, 429
present atmospheric level (PAL), 31
pressure

altitude dependence, 106
related to scale height, 109

pressure perturbations, 254
primary emissions, 181
primary habit of ice

alteration with temperature, 22
definition, 22
related to deposition coefficient, 359
related to hexagonal symmetry, 61

primary ice, 459
primary sources of aerosol particles, 66
prism planes of ice, 61
probability density function

for Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 47
of aerosol size, 70

prolate spheroid, 363
property plot, 178
proto-atmosphere, 29
proton

arrangement in ice, 61
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580 Index

conduction in ice, 64
in aqueous solution, 158
mobility in ice, 540

protonic conductor, 64
protons

constituents of atomic nuclei, 33
pseudo-adiabatic process, 229

quantum mechanics, 35
quantum of radiation, 82
quantum yield of photolysis, 194
quasi-liquid layer (QLL), 145
quasi-steady supersaturation, 465

radial distribution function, 53
radiation

as electromagnetic energy, 80
effects of clouds, 96
propagation through atmosphere, 86

radiation budget
affected by clouds, 3
latitude dependence, 101

radiation fog, 243
radioactive decay, 531
rain from warm cloud, perspective, 433
rain inhibited, 437
raindrop breakup, 406
raindrop size distributions, 451
raindrop threshold size, 448
rainfall rates, 448
random fluctuations in gas, 42
Raoult’s law

applied in Köhler theory, 154
contrasted with Henry’s law, 164
definition, 147
expressed in terms of activity, 151

rate coefficient
for termolecular reactions, 192
general, 186
photolytic, 194
scavenging, 522

rate law, 186
Rayleigh regime, 89
reaction probability

bimolecular, 189
reaction zone, 483
reactions

chemical, types of, 185
speed of, 188

reactive chlorine in stratosphere, 202
reactive hydrocarbons (RH)

as anthropogenic pollutants, 197
as natural pollutants, 208
involved in oxidant production, 199

reactive radicals in the stratosphere, 202
real gases, 44

rear-flank downdraft (RFD), 263
rear-to-front downdraft, 266
reducing early atmosphere, 31
reflectivity

radar structure of supercell, 263
related to albedo, 97

relative humidity on property plot, 179
relative removal efficiency, 525
relaxation time scale of supersaturation, 342
residence time

definition, 182
of atmospheric gases, 32

resistances to vapor growth, 336
resistivity, 530
return stroke, 545
reversible process, 225
Reynolds number, 383
rime-splintering, 461
riming

chemical implications, 518
definition, 23
onset of, 409

Rossby waves, 117

saddle point in binary systems, 211
saturation ratio

critical, 295
definition, 177
in Kelvin-Thomson equation, 143
in Kohler theory, 154

saturation vapor pressure, 136
scale height, 109
scales of cloud particles, 12
scattering of radiation, 88
scavenging

of aerosol particles, 484
of trace gases, 500
overview of, 482

scavenging coefficient
for inertial collection, 495
for wet deposition, 523

scavenging factor, 524
scavenging ratio, 523
Schmidt number, 374
schools of electrification, 533
Schumann-Ludlam threshold, 474
screw dislocation

effect on vapor growth, 349
in ice lattice, 65

second law of thermodynamics, 554
secondary aerosol

from sulfur (IV) oxidation, 209
from VOC, 212
importance of oxidation, 190
in troposphere, 196
mechanism for growth of, 212
precursors of, 206
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Index 581

secondary emissions, 181
secondary habits of ice

causes, 360
definition, 22

secondary ice, 460
secondary organic aerosol (SOA)

arising from gas-phase reactions, 208
interactions with cloud, 491

secondary sources of aerosol, 67
sector plates, 22
seeder-feeder mechanism, 471
shape factor in crystal capacitance, 365
shear impact on storm organization, 257
shear stress, 185
sheath crystals, 23
sheet breakup, 406
ship tracks, 453
shortwave (SW) radiation, 85
sign reversal in electrification, 540
sintering

definition, 145
in aggregation, 412

size distribution
formed from histogram, 69
moments of, 72
transformed into logarithmic function, 71

size parameter for scattering, 89
size spectrum, 69
skin friction, 388
sky reading, 6
smog, 196
sodium chloride dissolved, 159
solar constant, 84
solar energy

absorbed at various levels, 104
solar irradiance, 84
solar radiation

penetration into atmosphere, 94
spectrum at top of atmosphere, 83

solar wind, 30
solid, 57
solid–liquid interface of water, 144
solubility

of trace gas during uptake, 507
of trace gases, 164

soluble trace gas, 156
solute

effect on melting point, 149
effect on vapor pressure, 147
from cloud processes, 482
retained in rime ice, 519
volatile, 156

solute content, 153
solution

non-ideal, 151
vapor pressure over, 148

solvation, 503

space charge, 543
specific heat

definition, 553
of a multiphase system, 227
of ideal gas, 45
of moist atmosphere, 223
of various phases, 50
related to enthalpy of vaporization, 137

specific humidity, 221
specific volume

minimum of liquid water, 55
of ice polymorphs, 58
related to density, 40

spectrum
effect on chemical migration, 517
evolution of drop sizes, 442
modes of atmospheric aerosol, 486
of aerosol particle sizes, 69
of drops in warm clouds, 15
of radiation, 81
of raindrops, 449

speed of light, 80
spheroids, 363
spiral growth of ice, 349
spontaneous change, 555
sprites, 545
squall lines, 265
stability

colloidal, 435
of haze drops, 296
of parcels, 231
related to cloud forms, 7
related to equilibria, 126

stacking faults in ice, 63
stagnation pressure, 383
statistical mechanics

Boltzmann calculation of entropy, 556
Boltzmann distribution developed, 557

statistical weight
calculated, 558
related to entropy, 556

Stefan flow, 500
Stefan-Boltzmann equation, 85
stepped leaders, 545
steps on ice surface, 349
stochastic collection equation, 442
Stokes drag, 497
Stokes regime, 386
stratiform clouds

effects of entrainment, 267
example, 6

stratiform precipitation in cold clouds, 470
stratocumulus

classification, 548
example, 7

stratosphere, 103
stratospheric aerosol layer, 77
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582 Index

stratus
classification, 548

strokes of lightning, 546
strong acid, 160
strong electrolytes, 152
strong hydrogen bond

directed component, 53
fraction in liquid water, 56

sulfate
component of stratospheric aerosol, 79
from aqueous-phase reactions, 513
product of gas-to-particle conversion, 207
product of SO2 oxidation, 209

sulfur (IV)
aqueous-phase oxidation of, 513
as precursor to Junge layer, 79
as SO2 emitted by industry, 67
as soluble gas, 157
entrapped fraction during riming, 519
oxidized in troposphere, 209
sources and sinks, 206
time scales for saturation in drop, 509
volatile solute during riming, 518

sulfur dioxide
one of S(IV) species, 513
sources and sinks, 206

sulfuric acid
as non-volatile solute, 515
as S(VI), 513
formed in cloud from SO2 oxidation, 209
related to deliquescence, 293

sulfurous smog, 196
supercooling

definition, 137
related to free energy change, 177

supersaturation
adiabatic lifting, 247
adjustment time scale, 425
definition, 177
derived from aircraft data, 427
development equation, 417
effects of CCN concentration, 421
interfacial, 355
interstitial, 321
maximum in warm cloud, 435
maximum linked to aerosol activation, 488
mixed-phase development equation, 429
mixing, 244
quasi-steady, 424
spectrum of atmospheric aerosol, 486
transitional, 352

supersaturation development equation
extended theory of, 418
for mixed-phase cloud, 465
qualitative solution, 417
thermodynamic derivation, 249

surface area

concentration in an aerosol, 71
of sampled droplets, 17

surface diffusion on ice, 347
surface discontinuities in vapor growth, 334
surface melting of ice, 144
surface potential in charge transfer, 539
surface processes on liquid, 325
surface supersaturation over ice, 360
surface temperature of melting ice, 371
surface tension

effect on vapor pressure of a drop, 143
molecular interpretation, 140

surfactants, 76
system, 550

temperature
altitude dependence, 103
as a measure of molecular kinetic energy, 80
as moisture variable, 220
effect on vapor pressure, 133
effects on vapor growth, 326
equivalent potential, 228
lapse rate of, 224
molecular interpretation, 130
potential, 224
virtual potential, 225
zonal averages, 114

temperature gradient
driver of energy transport, 184
during vapor growth, 327
in melting sphere, 372

terminal fallspeed, 382
termolecular reactions, 190
ternary solutions, 169
thermal accommodation coefficient, 332
thermal conductivity, 184
thermal diffusivity, 371
thermal energy

molecular interpretation, 80
related to heating, 551
transported by molecular motions, 184

thermal equilibrium
applied to liquid water, 130
thermodynamic definition, 551

thermal expansion, 41
thermal speed

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 47
related to reaction rates, 188
role in molecular impingment, 128

thermoelectric effect, 540
thermophoresis, 499
thermosphere, 103
third law of thermodynamics, 556
thunder, 529
thunderstorm

charge structure, 529
electrification in, 532
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Index 583

evolution of, 258
generator in global circuit, 532
hail production in, 475

time scale
asymmetric for SO2 exchange, 510
during entrainment, 439
exponential time constant, 506
for chemical removal, 522
for drop collection, 443
for residence in atmosphere, 182
for supersaturation adjustment, 425
to saturate drop with trace gas, 504

total suspended particulate matter (TSP), 75
towering cumulus, 258
trace gas

effect on haze, 169
influence on electrification, 541
uptake by hydrometeors, 500

trailing stratiform precipitation, 265
transformation

nature of, 125
related to entropy change, 175

transient effects in vapor growth, 340
transient luminescent event (TLE), 545
transmissivity, 94
transport

different processes compared, 183
limitation in vapor growth, 336
of mass, energy, and momentum to particles, 183

triple point, 178
troposphere, 103
turbulent mixing, 439
Twomey

aerosol activation, 485
aerosol effects on cloud albedo, 98
aerosol effects on clouds, 452

ultraviolet radiation
absorbed by NO2, 197
cause of ionization in electrosphere, 531
in chemical reactions, 193
in early atmosphere, 31
spectral band, 82

unit cell of ice, 59
upper atmosphere, 103

vacancy in ice lattice, 63
valence electrons, 35
van der Waals equation of state

applied to gas, 44
van der Waal’s equation of state

applied to liquid water, 56
van’t Hoff factor, 152
vapor gradient in vapor growth, 324
vapor jump, 335
vapor partial pressure

change with lifting, 248
vapor pressure

depression due to solute, 148
of liquid compared to solid, 137

vein, 144
velocity gradient, 185
ventilation

coefficient during melting, 374
coefficient for trace-gas transport, 503
of ice crystal, 368
of raindrops, 330

venting of boundary layer, 480
vertical perturbation pressure-gradient force

in cumulus, 252
in supercell, 262

vibrations of molecules in liquid, 53
virga, 8
virial equation of state, 44
virtual temperature, 221
viscosity

in Stokes drag, 388
kinematic and dynamic compared, 384
of air, 185
of liquid water, 50

vitreous ice, 59
volatile organic compounds (VOC)

as precursors to CCN, 490
in photochemical smog, 197

volatile solute
effect on Kohler theory, 168
rejected by riming, 519

volt, 530
volume concentration of aerosol, 72

wall cloud, 263
warm clouds, 13
warm core circulation in MCC, 266
water

in aqueous solution, 146
index of refraction, 90
interactions with radiation, 87
polymorphs of ice, 58
relative bonding between phases, 136
self-diffusion in ice, 63
self-dissociation in liquid, 158

water molecule
natural modes of vibration, 87
properties of, 35

water vapor
as a chemical reactant, 198
as a greenhouse gas, 33
sources early in Earth history, 30

wave-particle duality, 82
weak acid, 160
weak electrolytes, 152
weak hydrogen bond

fraction in liquid water, 56
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584 Index

non-directional component, 53
weak shear, 258
weather systems, 3
Weber number, 402
Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process

effect on supersaturation, 430
glaciation, 462

wet deposition
as sink of atmospheric chemicals, 207
chemical removal, 520
source of nutrients to ecosystem, 3

wet-adiabatic process, 225

wet-bulb potential temperature, 230
wet-bulb temperature, 223
wet-growth limit of hail, 474
Wien’s displacement law, 85
wind shear, 256
working, 551

Young’s equation, 285

Zeldovich factor, 283
zero-point entropy, 556
zeroth law, 551
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